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Housekeeping

• If you have technical issues during the session you can email Emma at 
emma@alicepr.com, or call 083 383 9791.

• You can type in questions during the presentation

• The presenter will run through questions at the half-way point and at the 
end

• Following the presentation you will receive a recording of the webinar and 
a summary of the questions and answers
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About Alice





Session Plan

• What is PR? 

• Identifying PR opportunities.  

• PR tools 

• Press materials.

• PR on a shoestring.  

• Managing expectations.

• Questions.   



What is public relations?
“A strategic communication process that builds mutually beneficial relationships  
between organisations and their publics” (PRSA, USA)







The Media Landscape



What Comprises the Media?

• Print media: newspapers, magazines, newsletters.

• Broadcast media: radio and television.

• Digital media: websites, blogs, podcasts, social networking.

• National / regional / local media organisations.

• Community / commercial / public sector broadcasting.

• Sectoral media (e.g. NGO sector).



Characteristics of the Irish Media

• Insular – primary interest in national or local angle.

• Close-knit – herd instinct.

• Powerful – influence on public opinion and policy.

• Growth – increasingly competitive and diverse; lots of new players 
and forms emerging.

• Under-resourced in terms of research and investigative capacity.

• Transnational competition.



Media Sources

• Other media organisations.

• Colleagues within the media.

• Official documentation (e.g. government publications, new research, 
etc.).

• Tip-offs from sources.

• Attending press conferences and other events.

• Press releases, press notices, photo notices.

• Face-to-face and telephone interviews.



The News Cycle

• News editor alerted to stories; assigns them to individual journalists. 

• Journalist collects information and develops story.

• Story reviewed by news editor; decision made whether or not to run 
it.

• Print media: editor / assistant editor assigns story within a page, 
makes decision re. accompanying photo, gives sub-editor word count 
and headline for editing.

• Broadcast media: editor decides placement and time allocated to a 
report within a news programme or bulletin.

• Traditional news cycle and deadlines changing hugely in response to 
growth of online media. 



Common PR Tasks

• Devising and implementing communications strategies and PR 
plans. 

• Writing and issuing press materials.

• Organising media events (photocalls, launches, press 
conferences).

• Pitching to the media. 

• Online communications, including social media. 

• Issues management / crisis communications.

• Event management.

• Advertising / marketing. 



Identifying PR Opportunities



What are the media looking for? 

• New information: facts, figures, research findings, impact 
stats… 

• Information they cannot get anywhere else.

• A different / exclusive angle.

• Direct quotes or opinions.

• Feature / human-interest stories / case studies.

• A good photo opportunity or TV footage (including “packages” 
for radio or TV).

• Relevant, tailored and succinct information.

• Immediacy / timeliness.



Finding a News 
Angle
• What is the single most interesting or 

newsworthy point about your activity / 
initiative / event?  What is new or different 
about it?  

• The angle doesn’t always have to be news-
focused; sometimes, a human-interest angle 
works best (e.g. personal story of someone 
affected by an illness your charity focuses 
on). 

• Sometimes, you may have to create your 
own angle (e.g. conduct a survey and release 
the results).  

• Awards ceremonies. 

• Can you tie in with events of the day, e.g. a 
commemorative date or anniversary? 

• Is there anything controversial about your 
proposed PR activity? (This isn’t necessarily a 
bad thing!)



Other Potential PR Opportunities 

• Get a high-profile personality involved 
in a campaign and to do an interview.

• Appear before a public body (e.g. Joint 
Oireachtas Committee). 

• Collaborate with another organisation 
or a media partner.

• Organise a major public event (e.g. 
concert, protest).

• Organise a media event.



PR Tools



Key PR Tools and Terms 

• A creative photocall is often planned to increase the likelihood of media 
coverage for the PR activity in question, and to provide the media with an 
opportunity to come along and meet the organisation’s spokespersons. In 
light of Covid-19, this isn’t always possible, but having some form of image 
to share with media is important. 

• Three key tools are used for almost all PR activities: 
1. Press notice: sent out in advance of the activity / event. 
2. Photo notice: sent out in advance of the activity / event. 
3. Press release: distributed on the day of, and during, the activity / event.  

• Photographs are generally issued to media on the day of the activity / 
event by the photographer commissioned to cover the photocall.  

• The above tools are reinforced by media pitches (usually conducted in 
advance).



So the basic formula is… 
• Identify news angles /  agree key media 

messages.

• Develop a creative photocall concept and 
commission an accredited press photographer 
(if feasible!).

• Issue advance notification to target journalists, 
including photo desks.

• Do a media ring-around and / or undertake 
media pitches.  

• Develop a detailed press release for issue on the 
day of the event.

• Hold a photocall / re-use a high-res image for 
sending to media. 

• Follow up with target media.



Press Materials 



Press Notice

• Used to notify the media of a forthcoming launch, initiative or event.

• Contains brief details about the event.

• Written in the future tense.  

• First paragraph should deal with what, when, where and why.

• This should be followed by one or two explanatory paragraphs.

• NB: It should not give away the main news angles – just tee them up / 
give a teaser of what to expect.  

• Contact details for follow-up should be included.



PRESS NOTICE

Thursday, 30th April 2020

WellFest to go online for charity

- WellFest LIVE, an online edition of the wellness festival will be run on Instagram Live in aid of Barretstown -

WellFest, Ireland’s largest health, fitness and wellness festival will host an online event, ‘WellFest LIVE’, on the festival’s
Instagram channel on Saturday and Sunday, 9th and 10th May 2020. WellFest LIVE is being run in association with KBC
Ireland.

The event is free of charge, with an option for those tuning in to donate to WellFest’s charity partner Barretstown
Children's Charity. Barretstown will also be running activities for children on the WellFest Instagram page over the
weekend.

The online edition of the festival will take place across two full days, recreating each area of WellFest from WellYoga to
WellPilates and WellMind to WellFood. Festival favourites including author Roz Purcell, and fitness stars Faisal Abdalla
and Maeve Madden will be among those hosting classes, workouts and talks as part of the fundraiser.

The full line-up and timetable for the online event will be announced on www.WellFest.ie on Saturday, 2nd May 2020.

WellFest LIVE will mark the dates that WellFest 2020 was due to take place, prior to being postponed due to restrictions
in place as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic. The main WellFest 2020 event is now scheduled to take place on 26th and
27th September 2020 at the Royal Hospital Kilmainham, Dublin 8.

https://www.wellfest.ie/community/wellfest-live
https://www.instagram.com/wellfestirl/
https://www.barretstown.org/
http://www.wellfest.ie/


Photo Notice

• Create a specific photo notice to describe any photo opportunity that exists at 
your media event – similar in style to a press notice, but be as descriptive as 
possible.

• Media want photographs that tell a story.  

• Action shots are much better than formal group or product-focused shots.

• Consider using props and / or involving a well-known personality, children or a 
special guest (if relevant).

• Make sure photographers get all relevant details for captions.

• Never send photographs to media organisations unless they are high quality.  

• If there are a range of different people to be included in official photographs, 
agree a “shot list” in advance.  Remember: it may not be possible to include all 
participants in the photographs issued to press.  



Note to Photo Editors: Photographer Marc O’Sullivan has been commissioned to cover this photocall, and will issue 

photos to photodesks – for use, free of charge – at approximately 1.45pm tomorrow, Tuesday, 11th February. 

PRESS / PHOTO NOTICE

Monday, 10th February 2020

President of Ireland Michael D. Higgins to donate personal book collection to Dublin City Libraries

President of Ireland, Michael D. Higgins, is to donate his personal book collection to Dublin City Libraries at an event in

Cabra Library at 11.30am tomorrow, Tuesday, 11th February 2020.

President Higgins will make an initial donation of 700 copies from his collection, which will be added to on an annual basis.

Whilst a selection of these books will be available to borrow via the national public libraries network, Libraries Ireland,

many of the titles are personally inscribed copies and will be held in perpetuity. As such, they will be available for reference

in the Reading Room at Pearse Street Library and Archive, Dublin 2 and in various Local Studies Collections nationwide.

To mark the donation, a photocall will take place at 11.30am with President Higgins and representatives of Dublin City

Library.

ENDS

Contact: Emily Brennan, Alice PR & Events, Email: media@alicepr.com, Tel: 01-5582151 / 086-1658629. 

mailto:media@alicepr.com


Media Pitches

• A pitch is an email or phone call made directly to a journalist, to let them 
know about your event / campaign, and try to convince them to come along 
to the event and cover it. 

How to pitch?  

• Issue your press notice according to deadlines of target media.

• Conduct a ring-around to news and picture desks the day before the event.

• Make more targeted pitches to key media for features / advance coverage.

• A pitch should be as concise as possible, picking out what you think will most 
appeal to the journalist. 

• Do your research in advance! Make sure your event is of interest to the 
journalist in question. Has the journalist recently covered a similar topic, or is 
this something they have tweeted about? 



Example of a Pitch Email
Hi Fergal,

Happy New Year! Hope you’re keeping well. I’m just getting in touch with you in relation to the new 
library opening in Coolock. It reopened yesterday after a €3.5m investment from Dublin City Council 
and will be an invaluable resource to the Coolock community. Part of the new facilities include a 
‘Makerspace’ – the first of its kind in a Dublin library. This will have 3D printing, laser cutting, 
animation facilities and coding kits for kids available to everyone. There’ll be new meeting rooms and 
events spaces, too, as well as study spaces and e-resources for researchers.

Would you be interested in doing a piece on the new library for the 6.1? Tomorrow for example they 
have a programme of events on – a storyteller will be there at 12pm, and there’ll be demonstrations 
of how to use the Makerspace. We could arrange for some locals to chat to you as well as 
representatives from the library itself. 

Let me know what you think Fergal, looking forward to hearing from you. 

Thanks,

Emily 



Press Release: The Essential 
PR Tool

• A written statement detailing the “story” and highlighting the 
news angle(s).

• Typically issued by email to target media outlets.  

• Ultimate goal: to see your press release reproduced – in its 
entirety and with no changes – in target media outlets (therefore, 
press releases should be written in the style of news articles).  

NOTE: this rarely happens!



Preparing Your Key Messages

• Have three concise points – don’t try to squeeze in too much 
information. 

• Use ordinary language – avoid jargon, abbreviations and acronyms.

• Be positive.  

• Use “storytelling” where appropriate – give real-life examples.

• Avoid too many figures / statistics.  Make sure any you use are easy 
to understand.  

• Don’t have too many spokespersons quoted – never more than 
three. 

• Don’t forget to explain what your organisation is / does!  



Components of a Press Release

• Headline: should grab the essence of the story.

• Release date: include the date and month, with an embargo time if 
necessary.

• Lead paragraph: summarise the core issue; should only run for two to 
three sentences; and should be able to stand alone for use in a broadcast 
news report.

• Top three paragraphs should answer: Who? What? When? Why? Where? 
How?

• Body: should elaborate on lead paragraphs and include (usable) quotes, 
relevant facts and figures.

• Contact details: at the end, type the word ‘ENDS’ and include follow-up 
contact information after that.  



Press Release

Tuesday, 5th May 2020

Deaf and Hard of Hearing people likely to be excluded from Covid-19 testing due to restrictions around GP visits – Chime

Simple tasks such as grocery shopping, conversation with frontline workers and ringing a GP to make appointments are posing 
greater challenges than normal for Deaf and Hard of Hearing people. These challenges are exasperated by the use of PPE, 
especially face masks, plastic partitions and two-metre distances, which all make lipreading and conversation more 
challenging, if not impossible. That’s according to Chime, the national charity for deafness and hearing loss. 

For over 300,000 in Ireland affected by hearing loss, lipreading is a natural way to assist with conversation. Video calls assist 
with communication but most GP surgeries are not set up to take video calls, which means for Deaf and Hard of Hearing 
patients making appointments is challenging and limited. 

Chime is concerned that, based on the apparent low number of sign language interpreters being booked for Covid-19 tests, 
the number of Deaf people being tested is lower than that of the wider population. This could have implications for an 
individual’s health in the short term, and potentially significant risks for the Deaf community when restrictions on movement
are eased.

Commenting today (05.05.2020), Mark Byrne CEO of Chime said; “Covid-19 has presented many new challenges for healthcare 
workers. It has also been challenging for Deaf and Hard of Hearing patients, especially those who rely on lipreading to assist 
with communication. 

https://www.chime.ie/


PPE face masks have been shown to reduce speech clarity and combined with the loss of lip reading and visual cues they can 
make communication between healthcare staff and Deaf and Hard of Hearing patients extremely difficult.

Chime has been working with the Irish Deaf Society (IDS) and the HSE to develop resources to support effective 
communication between patients and healthcare workers, particularly in the context of the present Covid-19 pandemic. It is 
well known that good communication is a critical element in good healthcare. A number of guides have been created which 
it is hoped will support and enhance communication in healthcare settings.”

Chime are encouraging members of the deaf community to contact the Sign Language Interpreting Service to request ISL 
interpretation for Covid-19 tests. 

Continuing, Mr. Byrne said: “We are also encouraging any person with hearing loss who is feeling unwell to reach out for 
assistance. Chime’s support line can be contacted by phone, email or text, and we are happy to assist anyone who is unable 
to phone their GP by contacting their doctor on their behalf to book an appointment. In partnership with IDS and the HSE, 
Chime have outlined the steps in the Covid-19 testing process with additional helpful advice for people with hearing loss.  
This information is available on our website www.chime.ie and we are encouraging people to download it and bring it along 
to the test centres. This will help with the anxiety and uncertainty around the process.”

Chime can be contacted on 1800 256 257, email: info@chime.ie, or text 087 922 1046. 

http://www.chimeie/
mailto:info@chime.ie


For more information about Chime visit www.chime.ie. 

ENDS

Contact: Ciarán Garrett, Alice PR & Events, Tel: 01-5582151 / 087-7158912, Email: media@alicepr.com

Notes to Editors:

CEO of Chime Mark Byrne is available for further interview / comment. 

Chime is the National Charity for Deafness and Hearing Loss. For over fifty years, we have championed for equal rights, 
greater accessibility and opportunities for individuals with deafness and hearing loss. Further information is available at 
https://www.chime.ie/, @ChimeFor

http://www.chime.ie/
mailto:media@alicepr.com
https://www.chime.ie/




PRESS RELEASE

Thursday, 7th May 2020

Nine-year-old launches online campaign #ThroughtheGlass to raise funds for charities supporting older people 

Nine-year-old Molly Kate Geary has launched an online fundraiser, #ThroughTheGlass, to raise funds for four charities 
supporting older people. 

Missing her cocooning grandparents, and following a drive-by visit when she put her hand up to the glass to touch her 
Grandad Jim, Molly Kate wanted to raise awareness of older people in the community who might be feeling lonely during 
the Covid-19 pandemic. She’s calling on people to take selfies “Through the Glass” with older people cocooning and to 
donate online. All funds raised will go to support Active Retirement Ireland, Age Action Ireland, Alone, and Friends of the 
Elderly Ireland.  

Speaking about the initiative, Molly Kate said: “I really miss my Grandad Jim and Granny Tess, especially giving them hugs 
and going for walks. After I saw them through the glass, I thought about other older people in the community who might 
also be feeling lonely. I wanted to help, so I set up the #ThroughTheGlass fundraiser. I’m asking people to take selfies with 
older people cocooning through the glass, and to donate online, so that older people like my grandparents will feel less 
alone.”

https://activeirl.ie/
https://www.ageaction.ie/
https://alone.ie/
https://friendsoftheelderly.ie/


Also commenting was Maureen Kavanagh, CEO of Active Retirement Ireland, who said: “Older people have sacrificed so 
much by cocooning and giving up their normal lives, and are feeling particularly isolated and lonely. This fundraiser by 
Molly Kate is a wonderful idea to show our older people that we appreciate their efforts and that they’re in our thoughts, 
and to allow us, and the other benefitting charities, to continue our work to support them through this difficult time.” 

The initiative can be supported by donating online here: https://www.idonate.ie/fundraiser/11384929_-
throughtheglass.html. 

Molly Kate is in third class in Shanbally National School in County Cork, and love playing football, dancing and playing the 
violin. Molly Kate has shared a “thank you” video for people who have supported the campaign, which can be viewed 
here. 

ENDS 

Contact: Emily Brennan, Alice PR & Events, Email: media@alicepr.com, Tel: 086-1658629. 

Notes to Editors:
Molly Kate Geary and Maureen Kavanagh are both available for media interview. 
Active Retirement Ireland is the national representative body for over 500 Active Retirement Associations throughout 
Ireland, with a total membership of over 24,000 people.  It aims to end loneliness by offering older people opportunities 
to enjoy an active and healthy retirement.  Further information is available at: www.activeirl.ie, @activeirl.    

https://www.idonate.ie/fundraiser/11384929_-throughtheglass.html
https://www.dropbox.com/s/ckaq4lg7rrdrbkv/Thank%20You%20Video_Molly%20Kate.mp4?dl=0
mailto:media@alicepr.com
http://www.activeirl.ie/






When to Issue Press Materials

• As early in the morning as possible and definitely before lunchtime 
(unless you’re reacting to a breaking news story).

• Very few releases issued after 4pm get considered.

• If you are pitching an ‘exclusive’, do so by 10am (in time for editorial 
meetings).

• Local papers: two to three days before deadline.

• Sunday and Monday are slow news days.

• Take advantage of the ‘silly season’.



Maximising the Reach of Press 
Materials

• Use tools like Instagram Stories, Twitter and Facebook to broadcast 
media events.

• If budget allows, use online visual resources such as infographics and 
teaser videos to accompany your press materials. 

• Agree a hashtag for your media event / campaign in advance, and use it 
consistently across all platforms. 

• After issuing your release, post it on your organisation’s website. 

• If the tone of your site is more informal, edit your release accordingly 
and publish it as a blog post.

• Share the link to the release on your social media channels. 

• Share the pics from the photocall / event on your social media. 



PR on a Shoestring



Build Up Your Media Contacts

• Monitor the media for your own coverage and coverage of related 
topics.

• Get to know all your relevant media: broadcast, print and online:  
• Take advantage of Ireland’s extensive local media landscape.  

• Sectoral media: health / farming / education / young people… 

• Try to meet relevant journalists / editors, where possible:
• When you’re offered a broadcast interview, visit the studio when possible.

• Attend events that your target media attend. 



Cost-Effective Ways to Get 
Attention
• Enter awards programmes.

• Attend and speak at networking events.  

• Use social media (cheap, but don’t forget that you need to invest a lot of 
time to do it well).

• Don’t just promote yourself on social; use it to connect and build up your 
network (interact with relevant journalists!).

• Use free tools like Canva for creating graphic content.  

• If you can’t afford a photographer, do you know someone who will 
volunteer for this job (and who is competent!)?  

• Can you barter services?  

• Be creative!



Media Management



Establishing Guidelines

• Who is the media contact for your organisation?

• Who is your organisation’s main spokesperson?

• Are there other spokespersons?

• What are the processes they must follow?

• Do all staff members know their place in the media management 
structure?

• Do you need a written comms strategy / PR plan / comms policies?

• Establish a media contacts database and keep it up-to-date (PRII Media 
Sourcebook is a useful resource).  



Rules for Dealing with the Media

• Nothing is ‘off the record’.

• Never say ‘no comment’: it gives the impression that you’re hiding 
something.

• Never lie.

• Return phone-calls and supply information promptly.

• Don’t let reporters put words in your mouth.

• Keep your answers short and to the point.

• Treat reporters with courtesy and consideration.



Managing Expectations



Be realistic 

• There is huge competition for space and time.

• What you think is a news story may not be considered 
newsworthy by the media (or even outside your sector).

• Can somebody with a limited understanding of your work engage 
with this story and grasp its significance?  

• Finally: remember that the media may take a different angle to 
what you had envisaged.



Media Relations Checklist

• Make sure your message merits media attention before embarking 
on a media relations campaign.

• Get the timing right (date and time of day).

• Use proper notification procedures, including a press notice.

• Offer a creative photo opportunity / have high-quality imagery 
available for media. 

• Develop a detailed press release to coincide with your campaign / 
event. 

• If you are holding an event outdoors, make provisions for rain!



Questions?



Contact Information

Emma Walsh

Account Manager

Alice PR & Events

Tel: 01-5582151 / 083-3839791

Email: Emma@alicepr.com

Website: www.alicepr.com

@helloalicepr

mailto:Emma@alicepr.com
http://www.alicepr.com/
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